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myself for long periods of time – all pretty good training for someone 
who ends up as an artist.

Surfing is the natural sport of the loner and I have loved surfing since 
I was a teenager (I still surf now). When talking to those who missed 

out on a previous morning’s perfect waves, surfers always taunt that ‘you 
should have been here yesterday!’

Actually, when talking about wilderness this would be very apt, be-
cause the natural world of yesterday was absolutely better than today’s 
is, and today’s will be much better than it will be tomorrow. Being the 
purist that I am, wisdom accumulated over decades increasingly prevents 
me from being able to find places that live up to my minimum standards 
of what a wild place should feel or look like. Thinking about the last forty 
years of my career as an artist I now know that this accumulated experi-
ence has allowed me to interpret the wilderness exactly as I experienced 
it. For a purist like myself this is a kind of curse. That wisdom or experience 
is always used as a yardstick for anything experienced in the present day. 
This is exacerbated by modern media’s portrayal of wilderness – anthro-
pomorphising wild animals by giving them human names, fitting them 
with radio collars, branding or painting numbers on their hides and so 
on. This sucks the mystery right out of wild animals and their environ-
ment. They become pets on a gigantic petting farm. My natural reaction 

When I sit down and plan a show several thoughts come to mind. 
One of these thoughts is that shows are opportunities to create 

collections that live up to that supremely wise epithet coined originally 
by Aristotle who wrote ‘the whole is greater than the sum of its parts’. Each 
painting is different but collectively they add up to something larger. 
Another of these thoughts is that shows force me to undertake a men-
tal safari back through my career as an artist. A safari that reminds me 
how privileged I am – doing something creative that has taken me to 
interesting wild parts of Africa over the last forty years.

I haven’t made a fortune but I am sensationally rich when it comes 
to the incredible experiences that I have had in the wild places where 
I have lived. I have had enormous freedom, no employees and no boss 
– three things that my wife Clarissa tells me are completely beyond 
value. But this freedom determined that I would spend lots of time as 
a loner. This loner status of mine had its roots in Mombasa, where my 
mother lived a very strange existence in that small atmospheric Arab 
town on the Swahili Coast. My mother had her priorities – she loved to 
travel, which we did a lot of, to Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, 
always staying in the best hotels and going first class! But there was 
never any furniture in my mother’s Mombasa apartments (all situated 
in impractical, exotic locations near Fort Jesus and the Omaniesque-
like Old Town), so I couldn’t bring friends home. I got used to being by 

The Chronicles of a Purist!

pages 2 & 3

Monsoon Scavengers detail.  
See page 31.

above

Paul Augustinus and a painting 
from his 2010 Everard Read show.
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to such things was that I needed more, not less mystery when it came to 
my experiences of the natural world. So in the 1990s this purist decided 
that I had read and absorbed too much scientific stuff about animals and 
the environment. To that end I have now successfully achieved my goal of 
forgetting the names of hundreds of birds that once I knew when I was as 
a fanatical bird-watcher. All done so that birds would become mysterious 
to me again! With dismay I have seen that tourism can de-mystify wilder-
ness. This then becomes a theme park experience (where visitors pretend 
they have done something adventurous – but actually they haven’t done 
any such thing). I don’t expect many people to agree with me on this and 
I’m not so arrogant as to believe that my view is the only correct one: but 
this is my opinion. Of course very few want to embrace the raw African 
wilderness, so there is massive economic justification for these themed 
experiences. But in the recent past there were other places where there 
was potential for real adventure, individualism and risk-taking. Where, 
without having to ask someone’s permission, you could pull off the track 
in terrain inhabited by large mammals of consequence, throw down a 
sleeping bag and cook a meal over a fire while elephants browsed nearby. 
This is not the case now. Those much more interesting peripheral areas 
(game reserves, national reserves, game management areas, controlled 
hunting areas, hunting blocks and plain old empty spaces etc) are rapidly 
vanishing as commercial tourism has expanded into them. Exponentially 
increasing human activities (usually involving cattle and goats) have gob-
bled up and denuded what remains.

The main reason I left Botswana in the 1990s (when tourism dra-
matically began to expand there) was because of a run-in I had with an 
American Peace Corps worker, which the Botswana game department 
had installed as some kind of senior administrator in one of the national 
parks. I had pulled a few metres off the track and parked under a tree 
at midday to have lunch. Much to my surprise a Land Cruiser pick-up 
belonging to the Botswana game department vehicle drew up next to 
me in a cloud of dust. This incident happened in a very remote and wild 
area of Botswana during the 1970s where up till then I had rarely seen 
any other vehicle apart from my own. The driver, one of the new Peace 
Corps types, shouted at me to get back on the track and in my vehicle 
or he would ‘fine me’. There was none of the standard camaraderie I was 
used to when people crossed paths in a remote location – where it was 
good manners to inquire of someone stopped on the side of the road 
whether they needed assistance. On this occasion there was none of 
that. No ‘ hello’ or ‘how are you’ or ‘are you OK?’ In the cab with him was 
a Botswana ranger from the Chobe River area whom I had known for 

years. He gave me a friendly wave and said ‘Hi Paul.’ Before I could reply 
the Peace Corps worker leaned out of his door window and screamed 
at me to ‘move – now!’ He shouted so hard that a few flecks of spittle 
floated on to my windscreen. Without a word I regained the track and 
I exited the country that day never to return as a resident of Botswana. 
The freedom I had enjoyed in a different era beyond the comprehen-
sion of this obnoxious individual had vanished irrevocably. Of course he 
may have been right – but that’s not the point I’m trying to make. Over 
the decades, because of incidents like this, my travels have generally re-
flected an ever more complex, and not always successful journey with 
me trying to stay in front of the wave of tourism and beyond the reach 
of the nanny state.

opposite page

Sketches and watercolours used in 
the planning and design of a Paul 
Augustinus painting.

above

In a much freer era of adventure. 
Paul Augustinus in his studio 
tent at Serondella, on the Chobe 
River 1979.
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With respect to the latter I refer to the opportunities provided to me by 
the substitute father figures who crossed my radar screen when I was 
growing up in Kenya and Zimbabwe. The opportunities I experienced 
through them that eventually ended up shaping my own personal view 
of Africa. There was ‘G&T’ – the titled, functional alcoholic who was a re-
peatedly rejected suitor of my mother when I was growing up in Kenya. 
‘G&T’ (my private nickname for him) was very rich, much older than she 
was and he tried desperately to get me to like him. So while wooing her 
he took me on several epic safaris into the Tana valley. I was entranced 
by the adventure of it all but after several alcohol related near-accidents 
with black rhino and elephant while we were on foot in the thick bush 
along the Tana River south of Garissa I decided that I did not want an 
alcoholic as my future step-father. Then in the late 1960s there was my 
uncle (also titled), Manuel Posser de Andrade of Safarilandia, an outfit 
that operated out of Zinhave, a vast concession on both sides of the 
Save River in Mozambique. On the many long safaris I made with him 
his steady hand steered me out of many a tricky situation and he taught 
me everything I needed to know about living and working in the bush. 
In very different ways both of these men showed me an Africa that was 
much wilder and more interesting than the national parks my mother 
and I usually visited on my school holidays. It was on safaris with ‘G&T’ 
and Manuel that I learned to be excited about these mysterious border-
lands that were never mentioned in tourist brochures. I learned from 
them how difficult it was to be an individual in the company of charis-

Musing on the complexities of preparing a show also reminds me 
of how incredibly different my experience of the bush is com-

pared to that portrayed by the media. Mathematician and philosopher 
Ludwig Wittgenstein wrote, ‘there is nothing more difficult than not de-
ceiving oneself.’ I have that quote up on the wall of my studio so that I do 
not to fall into that trap. But it’s a trap that has claimed many of those 
who portray wild Africa. There is a mythological, clichéd Africa that tele-
vision portrays. Then there was this other Africa that I had experienced. 
A one-hour documentary filled with spectacular events is the result of 
years of work in the field. But multiple TV channels are now stacked 
with thousands of such documentaries all showing ever more spec-
tacular kills or sequences in rapid succession in the time allocated to 
them. This glut has diluted nature down to sound-bite reality program-
ming accompanied by pseudo-intellectual narration and presented by 
breathless, freakishly over-the-top personalities. No mystery, dumbed-
down, anthropomorphised and all about animals! Don’t they know that 
wilderness is all about the delicious fear of the unknown, taking risks, 
landscapes, silence that is frightening in its intensity, a sky that goes 
from horizon to horizon?

This kind of pre-show introspection also reminds me about the sub-
ject of my material and opportunities! With respect to the former I 

refer to a personal treasure trove of my own hard-earned photo graphs, 
drawings, sketches and journals that I use to design and plan paintings. 

top

Paul Augustinus watercolour 
sketches from a rainforest safari to 
the Congo in 1996.

above

Collared and sprayed with graffiti – 
is this animal wild? I don’t think so. 
Essentially these kinds of actions 
by scientists and zoologists show 
a complete lack of understanding 
about aesthetics. The end result is 
that wild areas frequented by  
these animals become giant 
petting farms.
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matic individuals. It was with them that I also found out that learning 
to do something well always took a long time and huge amounts of 
effort. These and other lessons I learned from them I applied to my own 
career – spending decades of toil, sweat and tears obsessively search-
ing out the opportunities and material that I needed for my paintings. 
My badge of honour for all this sweat and tears is on my skin. This is 
now starting to look exactly like my mother’s did when she was in her 
eighties – sun damaged and ominously freckled with geometrical, spiky 
junctional nevi skin lesions. Would I have set forth so earnestly to attain 
my destiny had I known back then how much blood and treasure it 
would take to get ideas for my paintings? Definitely yes! And with no 
regrets bar one. This solitary regret is that I never once thanked ‘G&T’ or 
Manuel (or even my mother) for inadvertently putting me on the path 
towards my destiny or acknowledging their part in making me who I 
am now.

What do my paintings say about me? After sixty years on this planet 
this question has some urgency because there is not much time 

left for me. Optimistically I am in the last quarter of my life and I still ask 
myself ‘who am I?’ Am I a standalone or just part of some continuum? 
The loner in me wants to believe that everything that I have done is all 
mine. But accumulated wisdom whispers in my ear that I am merely a 
product of the past. That everything I have become is the inevitable 
result of previous events and personalities.

In 1676 Isaac Newton neatly summed this up when he wrote:

‘If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants!’

A perfect example of this would be how our cell phones, CAT scan-
ners, microwave ovens, fission reactors, et al came to be invented as 
part of a long continuum of scientific endeavour. In 1931 Michael 
Faraday’s experiments unified electricity and magnetism and this led 
to James Clerk Maxwell’s ground-breaking mathematical Equations for 
Electromagnetism. Then in 1905 Einstein used his own unique insights 
and Maxwell’s equations to develop his Special Theory of Relativity, 
which portrayed a universe in which the speed of light is fixed, unlocking 
an explanation of how nuclear fusion worked to power our sun (with the 
mathematics revealing for the first time it’s 4.6 billion-year-old age). Later 
in the 1920s Quantum Field Theory emerged and Dirac took this further 
in 1928 when he combined Special Relativity with Quantum Theory to 
show that electrons had spin – a crucial milestone in the development 

of the Periodic Table, which is the basis for all modern chemistry! What a 
series of shoulders that was!

But whose shoulders have I stood on for my own very much humbler 
achievements? On my father’s who disappeared into Somalia fifty years 
ago on an adventurous bid for wealth? On my mother’s (God bless her) 
whose injured pride when my father left her shaped the rest of her men-
tally fragile life? Maybe and I hope not!

Who else’s then? Certainly on Durer’s, Baine’s and Kuhnert’s. Durer’s 
unsurpassed watercolours of grasses and vegetation are burnt into my 
mind. I was influenced by Baines’s paintings because of the raw discov-
ery and exploration they represent. With Kuhnert’s paintings it was for 
the same reasons, but in a more modern context. Most definitely on 
Mr Lamont’s shoulders (my superb art teacher at Prince Edward school 
in Zimbabwe in the 1960s). I am a humble part of their continuum. 
What makes me different from them is that I live in a different era. 
I live in their future. Durer, Baines and Kuhnert lived in the past at a 
time when nature and wilderness dominated the continents beyond 
Europe and the Far East. And yet one hundred and fifty years ago the 
legendary naturalist, adventurer and hunter FC Selous said that he was 
thankful that he had seen a little of Africa’s remaining wilderness be-
fore it had vanished completely. How bizarre – this was exactly what 
I was thinking in the 1960s! So you can imagine my surprise in 1967, 

above

Two photographs of the same 
scene at the bush studio 
belonging to Paul Augustinus at 
Serondella on the Chobe River in 
the 1980s.
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when I read a long and comprehensive newspaper article that referred 
to Mozambique, Botswana and Angola as being the last countries in 
Southern and Central Africa where massive original populations of 
large game still occurred intact. This wildlife still moved freely across 
vast tracts of virtually uninhabited terrain much as ‘it had done when 
Selous was alive.’ This newspaper article, which was illustrated with very 
detailed maps, really set my imagination aflame. The maps revealed to 
me huge corridors of land consisting of CHAs, hunting blocks, conces-
sions, game management areas, game reserves, and special reserves 
that connected the much more smaller island-like National Parks to 
each other over vast expanses of land. And all of this land had intact, 
original populations of wildlife. It seemed that I wasn’t too late after 
all! The door had not shut completely. It was still ajar by the smallest 
amount, a tiny crack kept open by a slim wedge of Holocene-like wil-
derness that thrust into the era that we live in now – the Anthropocene 
– the era in which human activities began to affect the world’s ecosys-
tems. I have always been intrigued by the Holocene geological epoch 
(which started at the end of the last Ice Age12 000 years ago) because 
when that epoch commenced our 4,6 billion-year-old world was still 
one hundred per cent wild, had many more species of big animals and 
was inhabited by humans as modern as we are now. Whenever I think 
of those far-off peoples I am always intrigued by the thought that they 

might have had a concept of wilderness that we would recognise to-
day.

Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity states that the speed of light is 
finite and fixed. But the paradox of his theory of relativity is that time 
(and mass) is different for observers travelling at different speeds. Our ex-
perience of the universe is very relative to that of the rest of the Universe 
even though the same laws of nature apply everywhere. This deliciously 
mind-bending concept, which flies in the face of Newtonian physics, is 
one of the reasons why GPS technology works (Einstein’s relativistic ef-
fects are factored into every GPS calculation). Analogously, my experi-
ence of wilderness is very relative to that of Selous. But collectively his 
and my understanding of the meaning of wilderness is exactly the same, 
universal and eternally constant – like the laws of nature are. Just as the 
speed of light is.

Which brings me to the world of today. Thank God I have lived 
at that moment in time when it was still possible for me to 

get a grainy 8mm home movie-like backward glimpse of the early 
Holocene. But I am now alive in an era that has given me an unwel-
come high-definition 4K television view of what lies ahead. For me 
one such example of a peek into the future is Gorongosa, a small 
 national park in Mozambique’s vast Sofala province. During school 

top

When the original Gorongosa 
self-service safari bandas were 
abandoned for a more suitable 
location on higher ground at 
Chitengo, lions occupied the 
derelict camp and could be seen 
there every day, lying on the roofs 
or stalking any animals that 
had wandered close to the old 
buildings.

above

This is the entrance arch to 
Gorongosa National Park in 1965. 
The same arch is still standing 
today.  What stories it could tell 
of the 1990s during the civil war 
when virtually all of Gorongosa’s 
elephants were poached. It is 
conceivable that many thousands 
of tusks might have passed under 
this arch during that time.
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holidays, I visited Gorongosa several times a year in the late 1960s. 
This was because it was an easy overnight stop en-route to the coast-
al town of Beira and its beaches, a journey made more interesting for 
me by the fact that long before you got to Gorongosa the gravelled 
Beira road became increasingly embellished with dollops of elephant 
dung. The whole of Sofala was teeming with game in the 1960s, with 
vast herds of buffalo, elephant and plains game. Lions were freakishly 
plentiful! While visiting Gorongosa one was very aware that it was 
only a small part of a much vaster region that was filled with wildlife 
and divided informally into a complex of huge hunting concessions 
and game reserves that included Marromeu Buffalo Reserve in the 
Zambezi Delta.

Then in the mid-1970s Mozambique entered a twenty year civil war. 
One of the warring factions used Gorongosa National Park, its moun-
tain and Chitengo Camp as redoubts during this war. By the early 1990s 
virtually all of the wildlife of Sofala province had been eliminated. 
Gorongosa was dead!

Think about how significant that is! Approximately 13.8 billion years 
ago our universe grew from a singularity much smaller than an atom 
– an event that popular science calls the Big Bang. There was then a 
 period of rapid inflation, an expansion of our Universe’s space-time 
bubble that is still taking place more sedately today, albeit with the 
oldest, most distant galaxies now sharply red-shifted and racing away 
from us at relativistic speeds. Then 4.6 billion years ago our solar system 
condensed out of a cloud of dust in our arm of the Milky Way – the 
spiral galaxy we call home. Finally, during the last one hundred and fifty 
years, we have gone from an era when nature and wilderness outside of 
Europe and the Far East were almost unlimited to an end-game of ‘com-
promise conservation’ tied to political election cycles, industrialised 
poaching, exponential habitat and wildlife loss, sea-level rise, global 
warming, 7+ billion people and now – most frightening of all to me – 
the acidification of the oceans.

There are now attempts to resurrect Gorongosa, to put Humpty 
Dumpty back together again. But the purist in me knows it is never 
going back to the way it was in the 1960s when it was not the puny 
postage-sized Sofala remnant that it is now. As a teenager I experienced 
a tantalising glimpse of earliest Holocene. Then I saw it’s afterglow 
vanish from sight like a puff of smoke. In other parts of Africa early 
Holocene-like fragments still survive, a fact that allows this artist to 
continue searching and painting. But it’s becoming ever harder to 
remain a purist!

So what might define the sum of my show’s parts? Definitely all of the 
emotions and concepts I have described above. But one last crucial 

element gives me a hint of a grand unified answer to that question. 
I have noticed that when people attending my show openings come 
over and introduce themselves to me it’s usually to tell me passionately 
about their own personal experiences in the African wilderness! I do 
a lot of listening at shows and I love these enthusiastically recounted 
reminiscences even though these accounts often wander far from 
wherever my paintings might depict. It is a privilege and an honour for 
me to listen to these stories because it reminds me that my paintings 
are not speaking to them as one might expect. Actually it’s the other 
way around – like me, my paintings are good listeners!

So there it is. The connecting elements making my show larger than 
the sum of its parts are the paintings themselves because, 8 000 years 
into the Anthropocene, they are alive and listening!

above

A Paul Augustinus show on 
opening night at Everard Read 
in 2010.
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THE SWAHILI COAST
By jahazi dhow to Shanga Rubu

The best way to experience this coastal region is to hire a dhow and crew in Lamu 

(one sufficiently large to sleep and cook on) and then set off northwards for a 

week or so. Clarissa and I have done this several times – all memorable journeys filled 

with excitement and adventure. On one of these trips our air charter arrived late in 

Lamu. As a result of this we set sail late from the waterfront. The crew we had hired 

were insistent that this was OK, even though the sun was touching the horizon. 

So off we went, sailing up the Manda channel in a twilight scene that was lit up by a 

rising moon. Later, away from the mainland, and as our dhow crossed the open sea to 

the island of Pate the captain was navigating by the stars, just as had all his ancestors 

for hundreds of years in exactly the same ocean. We then hugged the coast to make 

landfall at the small bay where there were an ancient group of Arab ruins called Shanga 

Rubu. It was a privilege to watch our crew that night and to be a part of that journey.  

That first night out from Lamu was spent in Shanga Rubu’s atmospheric and deserted 

bay where five centuries previously hundreds of jahazi and baghala dhows from the 

Middle East would have been moored. What a memorable night that was with the 

sound of the waves crashing on a nearby beach lulling us to sleep after a meal that 

had been cooked on the transom of our dhow. Other dhow journeys took us much 

further north, to within a few kilometres of the Somali border, or down the inside 

passage past Kui Island and along the inside shore of Sumbayamba Island where 

we saw a group of buffalo on a pristine deserted beach. It was these kinds of occa-

sions that convinced me that this part of the Swahili Coast was one of Kenya’s most 

interesting and atmospheric places.

top

One of the delights when sailing 
these waters in your own dhow is 
that you can stop anywhere for the 
night. Clarissa Augustinus takes a 
swim at dusk in the Kiwayu area.

above

Paul Augustinus on the deck of the 
dhow Mirphat in 1989.



Kaskazi Winds

117 x 181 cm oil on canvas 2014
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SHANGANI QUAY
The cove near the old German Consulate

In the 1950s Zanzibar was still visited by ocean-going baghala dhows carrying 

up to two hundred tonnes of cargo from Oman, and the Sultan of Zanzibar still 

ruled the island from his palace in Stone Town. His son Ali went to the same school 

(MEPS) that I was attending in Mombasa in the 1960s. The scene depicted in this 

painting is one of my favourite places in Zanzibar. This cove lies just one hundred 

yards from Kelele Square at Ras Shangani Point, the original place where slaves 

were sold and traded in Zanzibar. Near by to this square there is a small hotel that 

used to be the British colonial era Zanzibar Club (as famous world-wide then as 

Nairobi’s Muthaiga Club is today). Livingstone would have visited this small little 

harbour and paradoxically it would have been in much better repair back then as 

shown by the vintage 1910 German postcard above which depicts this location 

when Zanzibar was part of German East Africa. The postcard shows the position of 

the German Consular building (under the flag). The evils of slavery and colonialism 

are now long gone so this place is now just a very ancient and atmospheric Swahili 

Coast locale that is becoming more decrepit (and interesting looking) with every 

passing year. I have known this island and this particular cove for sixty years. My 

father’s company Martin & Paul did some work on Zanzibar’s harbour in the 1950s 

and 1960s. They were even contracted to refurbish the electric lifts in the Sultan’s 

Palace (when there was still a sultan). We lived in a house right next to this little 

cove for a few months in 1953. I was too young to appreciate it but its effect on my 

mother was profound – filling her with the romance of travel to exotic locations – 

which she then transmitted to me as I grew up in Mombasa.

top

A vintage German East Africa 
postcard from the 1900s showing 
the same scene as my painting 
opposite which depicts what this 
locality looked like in 2008. In the 
1900s this was the site of the German 
Consulate. Note the differences in 
the state of repair of the stone steps 
leading down to the sea!

above

A 1950s photograph taken by my 
father of Zanzibar’s Stone Town.



Zanzibar Cove

117 x 181 cm oil on canvas 2013
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OUT ON A PLAIN
Nature’s grandest and most dramatic stage

It is truly lonely out on treeless, grassy plains that stretch from horizon to horizon. It 

even lonelier when you are crossing such plains in an ancient Toyota Land Cruiser 

and anxiously listening to the sound of it’s engine for that tell-tale splutter that 

might mean trouble. Being out in the middle of one of these plains is exactly like 

being adrift on an ocean and just as dangerous should you get into trouble. So 

when you cross such places you become mesmerised with the horizon and the 

way the parallel ruts of the track you are following coalesce into a single thread 

and then vanish as your track nears the horizon. Plains are vast stages where you 

feel very small. There is no place to hide and nowhere to escape from the sun.  

Surprisingly, grass covered plains that continue beyond the horizon are not that 

common, but here are some of the thoughts I always have when I am on one of 

these plains. Every moving object within a radius of ten kilometres of a predator 

can be seen. So how does any young animal survive to adulthood on a plain? Also 

why does one feel that one is going slightly up hill as one drives across a plain? 

This sensation is a very uncanny and hard to shake off even though you can see 

that the terrain is completely flat. Another observation: if you stand on a plain 

you do not hear silence. You hear an ever-increasing hiss as you brain cranks up 

the gain control in your ears in the absence of any noise. If you are there when a 

thunderstorm brews up, you really feel vulnerable on these plains because it is an 

assault on one’s senses with ear-splitting claps of thunder followed by magenta-

tinged bolts of lightning whose static effect prickles the hairs on one’s skin. Is one 

supposed to exit one’s vehicle and lie flat on the ground away from all that metal? 

Clouds, grass and horizons – these are the elements that combine to make up 

nature’s grandest and most dramatic stage – the African plain.

top

This is the view ahead as you cross 
a sea of grass and travel towards 
the far away horizon – a featureless, 
horizontal line that defines where the 
land ends and sky begins.

above

I have read that animals do not 
worry and have very short term 
memories. Just as well.



Sea of Grass

117 x 181 cm oil on canvas 2014
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THE KAROO
Sun, sand and some snow!

It was in the Karoo that I realised that I was not destined to be a geologist even 

though I had a BSc degree in Geology, paid for by my mother and hard won 

despite lots of surfing in Durban. My first and only experience as an employee was 

as a geologist in the Karoo out of Sutherland for a whole year. I found many things 

very different to the East Africa I had grown up in. I was far from the sea, and in very 

unfamiliar terrain. But this was a terrain that I came to appreciate as time went on. 

I spent a lot of time walking along sandstone horizons looking for uranium. But my 

heart wasn’t in it. Instead I spent much too much time looking through binoculars 

at distant mountains and searching for some movement amongst the rocks that 

would reveal an animal. I saw lots of sheep but I also came across kudu, steenbok, 

caracal and eagles. I even discovered some un-documented rock paintings. But 

the one thing I never got used to was the way that the weather could change 

overnight from a blue cloudless sky and a nova-like sun that crisped one’s skin to 

freezing-cold snow storms that had the potential to give you frostbite. I was badly 

prepared for this kind of weather and the first time it happened I drove down the 

street to Sutherland’s (then) old-fashioned farmers Co-Op. Here two laughing, 

female Afrikaans shop assistants dressed me up like a ski store mannequin and then 

squeezed my Michelin man-like shape out the door into a howling snowstorm. The 

next day the snow melted and the sun blazed down from the sky as if nothing had 

happened. The Karoo really is a very atmospheric place, and it’s the only place I have 

been in Africa where a heavy winter jacket and a set of woollen gloves could be 

found wedged down behind the passenger seat of my Land Cruiser.

top

The Sutherland Karoo after a winter 
snowstorm which has left all of the 
Karoo bushes covered in a coating 
of snow. It was a completely novel 
experience for me.

above

As a geologist in the Karoo I walked 
the sandstone horizons of the Great 
Escarpment day after day in all kinds 
of weather.



Karoo Landscape
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LOOKING UPWARDS
Moonlit nights in the African bush

There is nothing more mysterious than a moonlit night in the African bush. I would 

guess that looking up at the moon and marvelling how bright it is would be 

something that most people have experienced. It’s also something that only tends 

to be done when one is in the great outdoors. Somehow, it’s not the same in a city 

or suburbs where one tends not to sit out in the open looking up at the sky. No, this 

is very much a wilderness pastime where there is no television or tablets. When the 

moon is full the surrounding countryside is lit up in a very primordial way and one 

can see just a hint of a colour in the silver grey landscape. The moon can be dazzling 

to look at directly but when clouds are about the moon’s cone of light illuminates 

the edges of these clouds in very dramatic fashion. There is good reason why we 

feel serene when bathed in moonlight. Such feelings come from our crocodile brain 

where we store the genetic emotions felt by our ancestors when all of humanity were 

hunter-gatherers. Moonlight nights were a relief from the dark and the dangerous. 

The phases of the moon, which show the passage of time and season, are etched in 

our genes and behaviours even now in this near science fiction world of ours. And 

you can feel that connection with our distant past very strongly when you look out 

over a moonlit wilderness landscape. These special nights are serene answer to the 

harsh light of day. One’s eyes are relaxed and completely wide open, not with tiny 

pupils and scrunched up as they are during the day. At night many interesting animals 

start moving about but only when there is a moon up can you perceive the motion 

of their dark bodies. You can see bushbabies flitting about in the branches above. 

Nightjars become visible as they bank and turn in-between trees and bushes. And 

the noises of the bush are much more interesting on moonlit nights because you 

have a picture to put with the sounds. Best of all because you can see what’s going on 

around you on moonlit nights – it’s practical and pleasant to sit out in the open on a 

chair and gaze about and upwards at the moon. I do a lot of that.

top

A bushbaby stares back at me on a 
moonlit night – the only occasion 
when you can perceive their passage 
in the trees above.

above

Clarissa looks up at the moon, 
connecting with the past and 
wondering about the future.



Moonlit Sky Fragment
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SUTHERLAND
A Geologist out in the blue

Apart from the bitterly cold winters, my memories of Sutherland in 1977 are a 

kaleidoscope of spectacular and barren scenery which provided me with fleeting 

glimpses of wildlife. This mainly consisted of kudu steenbok and very occasionally 

caracals. Sutherland is surrounded by mountains over which I spent twelve months 

walking endless daily traverses along precipitous sandstone horizons looking for signs 

of uranium deposits. But at the end of each long day I would return to my Sutherland 

lodgings that were situated in a string of ancient buildings on the main street. The 

outside walls of these buildings were three feet thick and the windows and doors 

were much smaller than anything to which I was used. Dust, creaking floorboards, and 

dark corners characterized their interiors, but the rough whitewashed exteriors were 

very picturesque from a distance and added subconsciously to my understanding 

of the Karoo as a place that had history. On one of the walls of the room that I had 

chosen for myself as my bedroom there was a framed, yellowed list of draconian 

rules and regulations that the previous residents had been required to observe when 

it had been a boarding house for unmarried women. Next to this list there was a 

small window which looked out on a small back alley and a long building that my 

landlord claimed had been used as stables by British soldiers who had a garrison here 

during the Anglo Boer War. The rooms were too dark and poorly ventilated for me to 

paint oils in – but I did do hundreds of watercolour sketches. On weekends when 

cold winds whistled along the alleyway outside I spent many hours holed up this 

room, painting small watercolours, listening to Santana tapes and paging endlessly 

through my surfing magazines. I also spent a lot of time gazing out of my window 

into the alley and after a while I could tell what time of day it was from the shadow 

patterns on the walls outside. Intellectual hour chez Augustinus it was not!

top

I got to know this back alley behind 
the main street in Sutherland very 
well. The toilets (using buckets) was 
in the buildings on the left.

above

This particular window was my 
Sutherland porthole onto the world 
outside. I spent a lot of time looking 
out this window and thinking about 
my future.



Sandstone Horizon
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THE MARA TRIANGLE
The Weather factor in Western Kenya!

Possibly one of the finest and most spectacular game drive that you could ever 

undertake in Africa is the track that hugs the escarpment along the western 

boundary of the Mara Triangle. I say that from the perspective of someone who 

has spent most of his working life in the African bush so I am being true to my self 

when I make this proclamation. I am not exaggerating. The track traverses the lower 

slopes of the Oloololo Escarpment – a lesser arm of Africa’s Rift Valley in Kenya. This 

is the heart of the Mara Triangle and a place I return to every year in an attempt to 

describe the spectacular scenery that serves as the backdrop to one of Africa’s most 

spectacular events – the wildebeest migration. During the migration most visitors 

to the Mara miss the real story, which is not the wildlife – it is the scenery and the 

stormy weather that accompanies the migration. When writers or photographers 

try to describe the migration they usually fail to do justice to the reality. It is very 

hard to successfully convey or depict hundreds of thousands of grazing wildebeest 

on a vast plain. There is too much to take in. My own impression of the migration 

is that it is so rich one ends up having visual indigestion. Try and say something 

meaningful about a billion ants and you have an inkling of the problem. However 

for me the stage that the migration’s drama is played out on is more intriguing 

and much more satisfying visually. Simply put – Mara is a weather factory, with 

fantastic cloud formations building up into spectacular afternoon thunder storms. 

All of which adds to the drama, a son et lumière play that extends to every horizon 

and up the slopes of the escarpment. Distance and scale renders large animals such 

as elephants completely insignificant and only useful as way to give some scale to 

the vastness of the scene. Scale: that’s the real story of the migration.

top

The migration can be very difficult 
to take in at one glance, there is so 
much there that one ends up with a 
kind of visual indigestion

above

The real story of the migration only 
becomes clear if one puts some 
distance between oneself and the 
action.



Rift Valley, Oloololo
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THE CAPE MOUNTAINS
A chance encounter on a mountain

In 1977 I spent lots of time walking along outcrops and mapping the geology 

of the sedimentary horizons in the northern Cape. On one of these days things 

became more interesting than usual when I encountered someone else on a 

mountain I was traversing! Just before that happened a small herd of eland 

rushed up a narrow ravine in front of me – spooked by something they had seen 

downslope of my position. I had been patiently walking sandstone outcrops on this 

particular mountain for a month and I had never seen elands there before. After 

the elands disappeared out of sight over a ridge I heard the shotgun reports in the 

distance. Peering over the edge of an outcrop I saw a man and his bird-dog on a 

grassy ridge far below me. I walked down the slope towards them. The dog came 

bounding up to me and for a moment I wondered if I was about to be savaged. But 

the dog just circled me as the man made his way up to where I was standing. It was 

the landowner and I introduced myself but he already knew who I was and why I 

was there. ‘Have you found anything yet?’ he asked and then said with a laugh ‘We 

are all waiting to get rich with the uranium you lot will find here in the mountains.’ 

I showed him some samples of the yellow powdery rocks that I was looking for. He 

took one look the samples I was carrying in my bag and said to me ‘I know where 

there is more of that!’ and he led me down the mountain to some ruined cottages. 

Inside one of these the floor was natural sandstone and in the cracks of a fracture 

there was a yellow powdery substance – the classic signs of secondary uranium 

mineralisation. I took some samples and then we parted ways, him headed towards 

a distant pickup and me back up the mountain. But before we parted he gave me a 

brace of francolin he had shot that afternoon – a classic example of the hospitality 

of the people that I encountered in this lonely part of South Africa.

top

My watercolour sketch of a farmer 
and his bird-dog on a Cape 
mountain-top plateau.

above

Wherever I went in the Karoo I came 
across ruined and abandoned 
buildings that had been beautifully 
constructed out of rough sandstone 
flagstones obtained from nearby 
outcrops.



Cape Mountains
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JUBALAND
Monsoon Scavengers on the Swahili Coast

All of the coastline north of Lamu borders deep wilderness. Just inland from 

the coral cliffs, the mangrove swamps, and tidal flats there is a vast region of 

acacia scrub interspersed with dense coastal forest. This region is still inhabited 

by large numbers of wildlife. This coast has a long history of Arab occupation and 

everywhere there are the ruins of abandoned towns. Those Arab settlers have 

been gone for centuries and the wildlife soon reclaimed what they had left behind 

creating a fascinating blend of history, ruins, wildlife and an empty coastline that 

persists to this day because of it’s proximity to Somalia. My wife and I have made 

several dhow trips to this part of Kenya and on one of these we came across a 

beach with fresh lion tracks on it. On another night we heard some distant lion 

roars just above the sound of the surf breaking against coral cliffs. My father knew 

this region well and his business partner Bill Travis wrote a book about their time on 

Somalia’s Jubaland coast, a region that is just north of Kiwayu in Kenya. Bill wrote:

I asked Sh’ali (the captain of the dhow he was on) if there was still lion thereabouts 

and he said they were sometimes as plentiful as chicken around a village, which I 

thought to be a gross exaggeration but said nothing. The next afternoon, coasting 

close to the shore twenty miles to the north (of a rocky premonitory called Lion’s 

Rock) I saw what I thought to be a group of donkeys on the beach most of which 

were lying down though some were wandering aimlessly about … I called Sh’ali’s 

attention to them. He took one look and hooted with laughter and said ‘Then I 

have seen asses that can eat men, for I would call your donkeys lions!’ And they 

were too, fourteen of them, right near the waters edge, lying around like heavy 

bodied dogs.

The Voice of the Turtle, published by George Allen & Unwin, 1967.

top

An aerial view of the Kenyan 
coastline far north of Kui Island. This 
wild region extends all the way up 
to Kismayu in Somalia. Most of this 
coastline is now vacant because of 
the threat of Somali Shifta bandits.

above

This part of Kenya’s coastline is a 
fascinating blend of interesting Arab 
towns and a hinterland wilderness 
that is inhabited by big game. This is 
the town of Faza on Pate Island. 



Monsoon Scavengers, Coral Shade
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MASAILAND
In the shadow of Kilimanjaro – a first memory

This is the land where the modern concept of safari was born! My first memories 

too! There are few areas in Africa as recognisable as Masailand – it has 

Kilimanjaro to thank for that. This mountain, with it’s occasionally snow-capped peak 

and permanent glaciers, is hard to ignore and can be seen hundreds of kilometres 

beyond Masailand’s boundaries. The plains that lie beyond the mountain’s gentle 

lower slopes and cinder cones are the home of the present Masai pastoralists, who 

in the past coexisted with the abundant wildlife of a region that extends in the 

west from the Oloololo escarpment and Mara River to as far east as Lake Jipe! It was 

here on the dusty plains beneath Kilimanjaro that at the age of one my (then still-

together) mother and father took me on my first safari – a weekend trip to Nairobi 

from Dar es Salaam. That five hundred-kilometre journey took us through Masailand, 

past Kilimanjaro across open plains that were occupied by herds of plains game. 

They stopped at a manyatta to chat with some Masai and take a few photographs. 

My mother got out of the vehicle and plopped me on the bonnet while she searched 

about in the boot for some gifts that the Masai would find useful. Pretty soon a Masai 

woman inside one of the dung-covered huts of the manyatta noticed that I was 

blonde. Moments later I was surrounded by a noisy gathering of Masai women, 

every one of which tried to fondle my snow-white hair. The noise, flies and mob of 

that terrifying (for me) occasion is literally the earliest memory that I have. I can still 

hear the women chattering, and smell the cattle dung of the manyatta. Amazingly I 

remember with complete vividness the hot metal of the car bonnet I was sitting on. 

Life, with a memory, started for me at that exact moment on the plains of Masailand.

top

Kilimanjaro’s twin peaks of Mawenzi 
(left) and Kibo loom over Masailand.

inset

Myself, aged one, on my first safari 
through Masailand.

above

I still have the map of East Africa that 
my parents used in 1952.



Kilimanjaro Evening
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KALAHARI
The scent of rain on the wind

When you refer to the Kalahari you are talking about a vast swathe of land 

that encompasses the northern Cape, a small piece of western Zimbabwe, 

the whole of Botswana and the eastern side of Namibia. The word has strong 

connotations attached to it. Just as the title of a film suggests a genre to the movie-

goer, the word Kalahari conjures up a mental image of a desert. Most people outside 

of Africa might have heard of the Zambezi, Timbuktu, Kilimanjaro, Madagascar and 

Zulus – but virtually none of them would be able to place any of these correctly on 

a map. But those words project an archetypical image in the mind that one fully 

understands nonetheless. As in screenplay writing, where the hero is always an 

archetype we immediately recognise, the Kalahari is an archetype of the natural world. 

It immediately suggests heat, sand, dunes, and wide-open horizons. But the Kalahari 

is unlike any other desert I know. In all but a small corner in the south (where there 

are classic dunes) this is a very grassy desert that recently used to brim with wildlife. 

Animals such as wildebeest, hartebeest, giraffe, gemsbok, springbok, lions, cheetahs 

and leopards – with most of these being found in Botswana. The Kalahari has a rainy 

season, one that can be surprisingly vigorous at times but the region is prone to 

prolonged droughts as well – which is why it is so sparsely populated. My abiding 

memory of the Kalahari is not of the wildlife and wilderness, but of the way it smells 

when it rains. I’m not talking about the dark magenta skies and violent thunderclaps 

of a Kalahari rainstorm but of the olfactory treat that occurs before and afterward. As 

soon as the first drops hit the ground (big splashy ones that fall like scattered marbles) 

you get a very refreshing smell, one borne along on a cold breeze. Where before there 

was only the barely discernible scent of chalky calcrete dust or dried grass, as the 

storm approaches you can smell the moisture from many kilometres away. The scent 

of the Kalahari before and after a rainstorm – this is the scent of life.

top

The Kalahari is synonymous with 
drought and desert. All the wildlife 
found there is dependent on this 
region’s climatic vagaries – as 
suggested by the dried-up tracks of 
animals in this northern Kalahari 
pan.

above

Rain-spattered Kalahari sand in the 
Northern Cape.



Kalahari Rains
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SYMBOLISM
Descending into the night world of the Zambezi valley

Mana Pools was the first place where I comprehensively understood how 

symbolism affected one’s perception of a place that one was travelling to. 

Mana has the Zambezi River, fabulous wildlife, epic scenery and the option to rough 

it in several remote campsites north and south of the Mana flood plain. But there is 

a symbolic element to the Zambezi valley as well. When you travelled to Mana you 

definitely had the feeling that you were leaving the rest of the world behind because 

the last stage of the journey there entailed a steep and spectacular descent down 

the Zambezi escarpment into a wild, steaming-hot valley inhabited by elephant, 

thousands of black rhino (in the era I am talking about) and hundreds of thousands 

of buffalo. That descent into the valley became a very important part of the trip for 

me. It was symbolic! I know now that such symbolism is at the core of how we view 

the world. Indeed Aristotle knew about this when he penned his iconic treatise – 

the ‘Hero’s Journey.’ This was his blueprint for the successful theatrical plays he had 

seen in Athens (in circa 350 bc). That same blueprint is applied today to every film 

you have ever seen. The crucial element of his treatise was a circular journey in 

which the Hero descends into a figurative ‘Night World’ where his core beliefs are 

challenged with trials before he can again ascend to the ‘Day World’ above and thus 

complete his journey. This is true for every journey we make and I now understand 

why I found this descent down the escarpment into Zambezi valley such a fitting 

start to any trip to Mana. Mentally and figuratively it was a descent into the ‘night 

world’ wilderness of my mind. At the age of 13 and seated in the back of my uncle’s 

Safarilandia Land Cruiser, that was how it was for me as I descended down the 

escarpment and into the Zambezi valley for the very first time!

top

The road in to Mana Pools as it was 
in 1965. The southern Zambezi 
escarpment is in the background 
– a very substantial topographical 
feature of the valley because when 
paired with the opposite and equally 
significant escarpment on the 
northern bank of the Zambezi (in 
Zambia) – it forms the bowl-shaped 
depression that is the Zambezi valley 
below Kariba.

above

This is a view of the ant hill covered 
Mana floodplain and the Zambezi 
escarpment on the northern bank 
in Zambia. 



The Zambezi Valley in November
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TERRITORY
The LC versus LR conundrum

One evening Clarissa and I set out for a walk along the shore of the small 

island we were camped on in a remote area of the northern Okavango – the 

so-called Lechwe Haven! Even though we had only been there for a few days, 

without knowing it we began to affectionately refer to the island as ‘ours’. It was our 

island! When we went out in the mekoro (the local name for a dugout canoe) we 

always returned to ‘our’ island. It doesn’t take long before you start having irrational 

territorial emotions about places and things. Anyway, a few yards from camp three 

buffalo stood up from the long grass where unbeknownst to us they had been 

resting quietly all day long. With quivering wet noses held high, they glared at 

us with eyes that inquired ‘what are you doing on our island?’ Clearly there was a 

dispute over territory here – a difference of opinion. Which brings us to the dreaded 

(for me) Land Cruiser versus Land Rover dispute that always comes up amongst 

people that own either of these types of rugged off-road workhorses. What has this 

to do with those buffalo? Everything – because this particular conversation goes 

to the core of our territorial nature! The conversation goes something like this: The 

Land Rover owner says ‘I see you bought a Land Cruiser!’ The Land Cruiser owner 

(me) replies ‘Yes.’ The Land Rover owner then asks ‘Why? Land Rovers are much 

better vehicles than Land Cruisers – they must be because I bought one! ’ The crucial 

point of this conversation is that Land Rovers and Land Cruisers both have their 

good and their bad points. Neither of them is better or worse than the other. But by 

choosing differently you have threatened the other person’s territory. Very boring 

and yet this type of conversation happens so often I could scream! Surely we are 

more intelligent than buffalo?

top

I have owned Land Cruisers and 
Land Rovers. Land Rovers are better 
in muddy conditions because they 
are made of aluminum and lighter 
in weight. However Land Rovers are 
more unreliable and spares for them 
are more expensive. Land Cruisers are 
much more reliable, and much more 
comfortable but they lack the iconic 
status of the Land Rover.

above

An Okavango Kingfisher in his 
territory!



Near Lechwe Haven, Okavango
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